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NEW

Agatha Christie’s Doctors
Raye Green
 
When there is a murder there is a 
death, and when there is a death 
there has to be a doctor…

The author investigates the many 
doctors, nurses and medics in Agatha 
Christie’s novels under chapter 
headings from murderers, victims, 
sleuths, fakes, suspects, police 
surgeons, Harley Street, Nurses and 
GPs and bringing them together in 
one book.

Green was surprised to find only one 
solitary, female, qualified doctor.

This book introduces Agatha Christie 
readers to her medics in her full length 
novels under chapter headings from 
murderers, victims, sleuths, fakes, 

suspects, police surgeons, Harley Street, Nurses and GPs.  The chapter entitled 
‘Murderers’ breaks all the traditional rules of never revealing who the criminals 
are.  Reading a Christie in full knowledge of who did the deed is mesmerizing.  
Agatha Christie was, and remains, one clever lady.

Raye Green started her career as PA to a Classics Professor 
at the University of Bristol. She went on to become a senior 
lecturer in English, History and Archaeology. In her spare 
time, she founded the Worle History society and is proud 
to admit she has read and re-read all Agatha Christie’s 
books. She co-edited ‘Agatha Christie, the Legacy’ 
fanzine published in March 2020. It sold out.

Print PB 9780857162762                  Ebook 9780857162779                             £14.99  
  Pub 20 June 2024            198 x 129mm            224 pages          Rights World
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NEW

  Print HB 9780857162663                 Ebook 9780857162670                             £22.00               
Pub 12 September 2024         244 pages             198 x 129mm          Rights World

Dougie Donnelly
My Life In Sport

Dougie Donnelly
 
This is the autobiography of Dougie 
Donnelly, one of Scotland’s most 
successful and best loved broadcasters, 
who spent over 32 years with the BBC 
as a presenter on Grandstand and 
Sportscene, as well as commentating 
on Great Britain winning the gold medal 
at curling at the Winter Olympics!

‘I love him because he reminds me of 
a great time in my life when I was full of 
hope for the future and Dougie always 
encouraged it.’ 

From the Foreword by Sir Billy Connolly

Donnelly is one of Scotland’s most 
successful and best loved broadcasters, whose career has taken him from a 
law degree he never used, to an award-winning 15 years as a radio DJ and 
encounters with Paul McCartney and Elton John, to a worldwide career in 
television sport. He still travels the world commentating on golf at the highest 
level. He tells his story with humour and insight and with the true smooth 
Donnelly style and voice we know and love.

As a student, Dougie was Social Secretary at Strathclyde 
Uni when he booked Billy Connolly a gig! They remain good 
friends.  As a young DJ Dougie first found his voice, that 
Glasgow one, before sending a demo tape to Radio Clyde. 
From 1979 to 1992 he presented Radio Clyde’s mid-morning 
show, the most listened to midweek programme, leaving to 
present on TV. Dougie established himself as a sports presenter 
and his skills as a chat show host were also recognised when 
he fronted a series ‘Friday Night with Dougie Donnelly’ and 

a one-off television special with Billy Connolly, ‘Connolly with 
Donnelly’ both for BBC Scotland. 
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NEW

David Bowie
The Collector

Nick Smart
 
Bowie’s own genius is beyond 
question, but Nick Smart teases out 
the elements on which Bowie built his 
success. His profound sense of artifice, 
his ability to tap into the zeitgeist of 
his times and his gift for gathering 
ideas and influences from a variety 
of sources and rearranging them to 
produce not only new perspectives 
but also brand-new ideas made 
him the artist he became. Having 
interviewed dozens of David Bowie’s 
friends and collaborators as joint 
editor of David Bowie Glamour 
magazine, Nick finds himself with an 
enviable perspective about what – 
and who – made the David Bowie 
that is celebrated worldwide today. 
He describes the influences that 

Bowie picked up on and examines the creative ideas drawn from those he 
surrounded himself with to produce a unique portrait of a unique star and the 
myriad ideas that inspired him. 

Nick Smart is joint editor and designer of the popular 
fanzine, David Bowie Glamour. He has been a fan of David 
Bowie since 1979 and has interviewed and written articles 
on many of Bowie’s collaborators. He jointly curated the 
David Bowie World Fan Convention in Liverpool, 2022 and 
New York 2023 and through his Fanzine and Convention 
has created a substantial following of Bowie fans on social 
media.

Print PB 9780857162786                  Ebook 9780857162793                             £14.99  
  Pub 21 November 2024            198 x 129mm            244 pages          Rights World

NEW
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  Print PB 9780857162748                 Ebook 9780857162755                             £14.99               
Pub 24 October 2024        248 pages             198 x 129mm          Rights World

From Wham! to Woo ...
A Life on the Mic

Janey Lee Grace
 
Janey Lee Grace cut her teeth on the 
mic in the night clubs of Manchester 
and Birmingham and her first big singing 
break was with Mari Wilson and the 
Wilsations. After she was fired from the 
band for refusing to dye her hair canary 
yellow she was picked up by WHAM! 
Janey sang backing vocals with George 
Michael and Andrew Ridgely for all their 
tours including the infamous WHAM! 
China tour. 

Janey went on to tour/record with Boy 
George, Sinita, Kim Wilde and Natalie 
Cole and had her own UK top ten hit 
with Cola Boy and ‘7 ways to love’ - a 
dance floor sensation in the summer of 
love 1991. Janey moved from singing 

to presenting for ITV, VH-1 and Sky news followed by her own show on BBC 
Radio 2.After bumping into Steve Wright while she was a Virgin Radio Presenter, 
Janey became a co-presenter on ‘Steve Wright in the Afternoon’ and regular 
stand in for Sunday Love Songs. She describes hustling her way into the world of 
radio presenting, both local and national - the pitfalls, the fun stuff, with lots of 
behind-the-scenes stories.

Janey Lee Grace is known for her appearances on BBC Radio 
2’s Steve Wright in the Afternoon and as a singer touring 
with many famous bands and her own top 10 hit in the 90’s. 
Janey has also appeared on Good Morning Britain, Celebrity 
Antiques Road Trip, The Wright Stuff, BBC Breakfast and Sky TV 
Entertainment news.  
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A Very Simple Mind

Derek Forbes

 
Derek Forbes started his musical 
career as a lead guitarist but soon 
changed to bass guitarist. He is known 
for iconic spine-rattling bass riffs which 
we recognise in most Simple Minds’ 
songs and he wrote and co-wrote 
many of the band’s earliest classics.

Derek is also well known on the 
international stage as songwriter 
and bassist for Big Country and 
Propaganda and has recorded with 
Iggy Pop, David Bowie, Dave Gilmour 
of Pink Floyd and Kirsty MacColl.

He won an Ivor Novello Award for 
‘Outstanding Song Collection’ in 
2016 for his song writing for Simple 
Minds, voted best bass player in the 
World 1982 and best bass player from 
Scotland in 2010. 

This is his story.

 Print HB 9780857162625                  Ebook 9780857162649                             £22.00  
 Pub 9 November 2023               240 x 162mm            360 pages          Rights World
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  Print HB 9780857162489                 Ebook 9780857162496                             £22.00               
Pub 28 September 2023         360 pages            240 x 162mm          Rights World

My Greenwich Village
Dave, Bob And Me

Terri Thal
 
Terri Thal has two passions: folk music 
and social justice. In a wry, often funny 
voice, she shares stories of growing up 
in Brooklyn and as a spokesperson and 
storyteller for the folk music scene of the 
1960s. She became very much part of 
the 1960s folk music world in Greenwich 
Village and New York, managing 
Bob Dylan, Dave Van Ronk, once her 
husband, the Roche sisters, and others. 
She tells us what it was like to hang out 
in the Village coffee houses, to host folk 
singers like Tom Paxton and Phil Ochs 
who hung out at her apartment, and to 
be a manager. We hear her view of the 
1960s socialist organizations, and how 
she later merged her professional work 
in not- for-profit agencies.

This is a personal story of the world of folk music in 1960s New York written by 
a Jewish woman from Brooklyn who, although not a musician, was an intrinsic 
part of this scene. Terri describes Greenwich Village as a community that was 
supportive, musically exciting and one in which people had fun.

Terri Thal grew up in Brooklyn and in the 1960s and 70s lived 
in Greenwich Village, hanging out with and managing folk 
singers such as Dave Van Ronk, Bob Dylan and the Roche 
sisters. She was very much a part of this vibrant and iconic 
music scene – as well as a member of socialist organizations. 
As an avid campaigner for social justice Terri went on to work 
for not-for-profit organizations, handling PR and fundraising, 
then as executive director. She now spends her time doing 
environmental and criminal justice reform work. Terri is an avid 

reader, writer and editor. 
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NEW

Goin’ Back to the 1960s
The Joy of Life, Fishing and 
Rock ‘n’ Roll

Brian Halvorsen
 
Goin’ Back to the 1960s is a memoir 
of a happy and eventful life of a 
young man during the 1960’s where 
‘growing up’ changed his outlook on 
life from a care-free innocent boy to 
an outright teenage cynic. His story 
begins when Brian’s parents decide to 
move from an inner-city life in the East 
End of London to the leafy Berkshire 
countryside. 

Brian’s stories are full of the love 
and passion he had for angling, for 
sport, and especially for pop music - 
recalling many of his favourite records 
of the time. 

Follow the author on a nostalgic 
journey through the 1960s. A funny, 
warm and light-hearted read.

Brian Halvorsen, born in 1950 in Norway is a retired dentist 
who now lives in Oxfordshire, England with his wife Lynda. 
His hobby and passion since a young boy has always been 
angling and listening to great pop music.

Print PB 9780857162465                  Ebook 9780857162472                             £10.99  
  Pub 8 June 2023            198 x 129mm            220 pages          Rights World

NEW
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Bob Dylan in London
Troubadour Tales
Jackie Lees and K G Miles

This is both a guide and history on the impact 
of London on Dylan, and the lasting legacy of 
Bob Dylan on the London music scene. Bob 
Dylan In London celebrates this journey, and 
allows readers to experience Dylan’s London 
and follow in his footsteps to places such as 
the King and Queen pub (the first venue that 
Dylan performed at in London), the Savoy hotel 
and Camden Town. This book explores the key 
London places and times that helped to create 
one of the greatest of all popular musicians, 
Bob Dylan.

  Print PB 9780857162144                 Ebook 9780857162151                            £12.00

  Pub 4 February 2021          198 x129mm                 148 pages            Rights World

Bob Dylan in The Big Apple
Troubadour Tales of New York
K G Miles

A must have for Bob Dylan enthusiasts and anyone 
with an interest in the history of music. This second 
book of Troubadour Tales takes us on a journey 
with Dylan in New York. 

This unique insight into the fascinating world of 
Bob Dylan and New York focuses on the enduring 
interrelationship of City and Artist. Bob Dylan in the 
Big Apple will take you on a journey that Dylan 
took through the streets of New York, looking at the 
locations, including the less trodden Dylan trails, 
the characters he befriended as well as revealing 

stories that formed the backdrop to his life and work. 

  Print PB 9780857162205                 Ebook 9780857162212                            £12.00

  Pub 9 December 2021          198 x129mm               176 pages            Rights World
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  Print PB 9780857162342                 Ebook 9780857162212                            £12.00

  Pub 26 April 2023          198 x129mm               192 pages            Rights World

‘An excellent addition to your Dylan book collection’

BOB DYLANBOB DYLAN
TROUBADOUR TALES FROM DULUTH,  TROUBADOUR TALES FROM DULUTH,  

HIBBING AND DINKYTOWNHIBBING AND DINKYTOWN

IN MINNESOTAIN MINNESOTA

K G MILES WITH
Paul Metsa,  Ed Newman,  Marc Percansky  

and Matt Steichen

Bob Dylan in Minnesota
Troubadour tales from Duluth, 
Hibbing and Dinkytown
K G Miles, Paul Metsa, Ed Newman, 
Marc Percansky and Matt Steichen

This guide brings together wonderful 
stories from each of these key locations 
and provides detailed information 
about the roots and the early life of Bob 
Dylan. We also introduce you to four 
great contributors who live in Dylan’s 
homeland and play an active part in 

promoting everything Dylan.

Ed Newman writer, artist and 
promoter of the Duluth Dylan 
Fest and lives in Duluth.

Marc Percansky concert, music 
and event promoter based in 
the Minneapolis Saint Paul.

Matt Steichen journalist, publicist, presenter and big Dylan fan living in 
Lakeville.

And Paul Metsa musician, songwriter, author, radio and tv host. The 
Huffington Post called him, ‘The other great folksinger from Minnesota’s 
Mesabi Iron Range.’

K G Miles From an awestruck child at the Isle of Wight 
Festival in 1969 to the honour of addressing the inaugural 
conference at the Tulsa Archive in 2019, Bob Dylan has 
taken Londoner K G Miles on an emotional musical journey 
lasting over 50 years. Now, as co-curator of the Dylan Room 
at London’s Troubadour Club, through writing, podcasts and 
Dylan tours, K G Miles is able to share his knowledge and 
experience with music lovers throughout the world. 

NEW
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NEW

BOB DYLAN and 
DYLAN THOMAS

K G Miles & Jeff Towns

The Two Dylans

Foreword by Cerys Matthews

Bob Dylan and Dylan Thomas
The Two Dylans
K G Miles and Jeff Towns
Foreword by Cerys Matthews 

As the ultimate Rock ‘n’ Roll Poets, BOB DYLAN 
and DYLAN THOMAS represent two sides of the 
same coin. Bob Dylan made the music. Dylan 
Thomas lived the lifestyle. Both perfected the art of 
performed literature. Bringing together two of the 
foremost writers on each artist for the first time, THE 
TWO DYLANS takes us on a literary and literal path 
taken by Bob Dylan and Dylan Thomas. 

There are so many strange and wonderful 
connections and coincidences; shared passions 
and associations that tie these two cultural icons – 

BOB DYLAN and DYLAN THOMAS together.

  Print PB 9780857162328                 Ebook 9780857162335                            £14.99

  Pub 18 August 2022          198 x129mm                 176 pages            Rights World

The Mick Ronson Story
Turn & Face The Strange
Rupert Creed and Garry Burnett
Based on the successful show Turn and Face 
the Strange, with unique material and exclusive 
interviews with fellow musicians, friends, family and 
those who knew him. 

This is the new leading biography of guitarist, 
songwriter, arranger, producer and musician Mick 
Ronson. Most famous for his critical contribution 
to David Bowie’s spectacular live band, the Hull-
based Spiders from Mars, and studio albums 
including Hunky Dory, Ziggy Stardust and Aladdin 
Sane. Mick also helped produce Lou Reed’s 
Transformer, released five solo studio albums, 

performing in bands with Ian Hunter, Van Morrison and Bob Dylan as well as 
working with many other musicians.

  Print PB 9780857162267                 Ebook 9780857162274                            £14.99

  Pub 15 September 2022         198 x 129mm        272 pages          Rights World
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  Print PB 9780857162502                 Ebook 9780857162519                            £16.99

  Pub 3 August 2023           198 x129mm               232 pages            Rights World

To The Call of Bugles
A History of the Percy Tenantry 
Volunteers 1798–1814
Bill Openshaw 
 
In 1798, afraid of impending invasion 
by France’s all-conquering armies the 
British desperately needed to defend 
their shores. 

To The Call of Bugles reveals, for the 
first time, how among those who stood 
forward in Home Guard style military 
bodies, there was no finer example 
than that of the valiant Percy Tenantry 
Volunteers. Assembled for the defence 
of the realm, this volunteer corp, 1,500 
strong, consisting of cavalry, artillery and 
riflemen, was trained, armed, clothed, 
paid for and led by the 2nd Duke of 
Northumberland, General Hugh Percy. 

With great personal stories about some 
of the Volunteers who made their own 

personal mark in the world. For instance, Lieutenant Colonel D.W. Smith, ex 
Surveyor General of Upper Canada and a revered figure in the creation of 
that country. Other members of the PTV were Timothy Hackworth and William 
Hedley, the builders of the famous ‘Puffing Billy’ steam locomotion. 

Bill Openshaw, born in Sunderland, now lives in 
Northumberland. A radio engineer by trade, he later served 
as a prisoner officer for 16 years. With a lifelong interest in 
military history and the Napoleonic wars, Bill has been a 
Napoleonic reenactor for over 20 years. He has written this 
book having benefited from exclusive access to the current 
Duke’s treasure trove of archive records on the Percy Tenantry 
Volunteers. Bill now works as a guide at Alnwick Castle – he 
would be delighted to meet you there!

NEW
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  Print PB 9780857162724                 Ebook 9780857162731                             £14.99                
  Pub 23 May 2024         150 pages            198 x129mm          Rights World

Pitmatic
Stories and the Talk of the North 
East Coalfield

Bill Griffiths
 
This is more than just a collection 
of mining words,  it is a heartfelt 
story that brings together the words 
spoken by miners of the North East 
pits and how they relate to the wider 
language-world of the region. It brings 
together pit literature including jokes, 
stories, words and songs that are fast 
disappearing. One of the last major 
mines in the North East region closed in 
2005 and with it went the knowledge 
of the way of life that would soon be 
forgotten. Through dialect, words, 
humour, stories and songs this book 
will help you to delve into and have a 
better understanding of the history, the 
people and the working lives and of 

the miners and their place and influence they had in the wider community. 

The late Bill Griffiths was a champion of the North East, its people and heritage. Bill 
ran his own independent press and published political essays on the arts and poetry. 
After gaining a PhD in Old English he fled London and settled in Seaham where he 
embraced the northern way of life.

 ‘…reveals an exceptionally rich combination of borrowings from Old Norse, Dutch 
and a score of other languages, with inventive usages dreamed up by the miners 

themselves.’

The Guardian
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  Print PB 9780857162700                 Ebook 9780857162717                             £14.99                
  Pub 6th June 2024         150 pages            198 x129mm          Rights World

Whare de yea belang?
A Dictionary of North East 
Dialect

Bill Griffiths
 
Larn yarself Geordie!   Hippin,’ croggie 
and dickers are just a few of the 
words defined in this wonderful book 
dedicated to defining the North East 
dialect.

This dictionary is a guide to exploring 
the dialect as well as explaining where 
the words come from. Words like 
boilie – bread and milk, booler – child’s 
hoop, croggie – a ride on a bike’s 
crossbars,dickers – to dare someone, 
farntickles – freckles, leach – hard work, 
and panhaggerty – a dish with meat 
and potatoes. Who would have known 
it!

The author explains that North 
East dialect is at heart a spoken language, a flexible experience and open 
to change. This book is not intended to fix it but to encourage a better 
appreciation of what thankfully is becoming recognised at last as an essential 
part of the region’s ‘intangible heritage.’’’

As well as the dictionary section, the book explains how the dialect evolved 
over the centuries, charting the influence of the Vikings and Normans and 
looks at how immigration, local industry and trade contacts abroad all had an 
impact.

‘… a vivid guide, not only to the distinctive vocabulary of the North East, but also the 
ways in which dialect words contain echoes of the long history of the region and its 
people. By explaining the meaning of words he helps us to understand the place.’ 

Prof. Keith Wrightson, Yale University
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  Print PB 9780857162397                 Ebook 9780857162403                             £14.99                
  Pub 30th March 2023         150 pages            198 x129mm          Rights World

Stotty ‘n’ Spice Cake
Stories and traditional recipes of 
North East cooking

Bill Griffiths
 
Stotty ‘n’ Spice Cake is a joyous 
celebration of the history of the food 
and its people from the North East 
of England.  And of course, for keen 
cooks there is a wonderful selection of 
cooking recipes.

Bringing together social history, dialect 
and regional recipes to take us on a 
journey through cooking history - from 
the griddle on an open fire and the 
‘beehive’ oven to the widely used, 
much loved and polished kitchen 
range th’ yuven.

How tastes have changed over the 
years – as well supplies of meat, fish 
and grain. Traditions such as the 

popularity of oatcakes, broth and bread as well as recipes across the region, 
such as Leak Pudding, Carlins, Singin’-hinny, Taffle Apple, Barley Broth and 
wartime recipes ‘Warton Pie’ (Wartime Pie) of course, are all served with much 
home grown North East humour.

‘Stotty takes you on a trip down memory lane to be enjoyed across generations.’

Bill Lancaster, author and historian
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NEW

  Print PB 9780857162410                            £30.00

  Pub 27th April 2023           234 x 234mm               116 pages            Rights World

England My England
A Magnum 
Photographer’s Portrait 
Chris Steele-Perkins 
 
Who are the English? And what 
images spring to mind when you 
think of the English and England? 
Ask a tourist and they would 
probably say Big Ben, English 
‘bobbies’, black taxi cabs and the 
late Queen and royal family. Ask 
a Scot, Welshmen or Irishman and 
you may get a different answer. 
However, ask an Englishman (or 
woman) and you will probably 
get more intimate answers... 
mowing the lawn, going down 

the pub or maybe braving the beach on a frigid summer’s day. 

Ask Chris Steele-Perkins, an internationally acclaimed and award-winning Magnum 
photographer of over 50 years, and he’ll have a multitude of answers all captured 
through his lens.

Chris Steele-Perkins is an internationally acclaimed and 
award-winning, Magnum photographer whose assignments 
have taken him around the world. Born in Burma in 1947 he 
moved to England when he was two. His home country of 
England remains a constant source of inspiration. 

NEW
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Stress to Calm in 7 Minutes for Lawyers
Beverley Densham & Janey Lee Grace
Are you a lawyer feeling overwhelmed and stressed 
at work? Do you find it difficult to balance the 
demands of your job with your personal life? 

That’s why we’ve designed a practical step-by-step 
guide that takes you through 7 one-minute tools 
specifically tailored to help lawyers work through 
stress and find more peace and balance. Each tool 
is backed by science and designed to help you 
reduce stress levels, improve your work-life balance, 
and boost your mental health and wellbeing. These 
tools can be used anytime, anywhere - whether 
you’re in the office, courtroom or at home and 

when you see the improvement, you will be motivated to use them every day.

  Print PB 9780857162526                 Ebook 9780857162533                            £9.99

  Pub 14 September 2023          180 x 130mm             128 pages         Rights World

Stress to Calm in 7 Minutes for Teachers
Beverley Densham & Janey Lee Grace
Teachers, are you feeling overwhelmed and 
stressed out by the demands of your job? Do you 
struggle to find time for yourself amidst the chaos of 
the classroom, whether that’s in person, or virtual? 

We understand that being a teacher can be a 
challenging and demanding job, which is why 
we’ve designed a practical step-by-step guide that 
takes you through 7 one-minute tools specifically 
tailored to help teachers work through stress and 
find more peace and balance in their lives. Each 
tool is backed by science and designed to help 
you reduce stress levels, improve your work-life 
balance, and boost your mental health and 

wellbeing. These tools can be used anytime, anywhere - whether you’re in 
the classroom or at home, and when you see the improvement, you will be 
motivated to use them every day. 

  Print PB 9780857162540                 Ebook 9780857162557                            £9.99

  Pub 12 October 2023          180 x 130mm             128 pages            Rights World
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  Print PB 9780857162564                 Ebook 9780857162571                            £9.99

  Pub 16 November 2023           180 x 130mm             128 pages           Rights World

Stress to Calm in 7 Minutes for Nurses
Beverley Densham & Janey Lee Grace
Nurses, are you feeling overwhelmed and stressed 
out by the demands of your job? Do you struggle 
to find time for yourself amidst the chaos of the 
hospital or surgery or with the demands of your 
patients? 

Stress to Calm in 7 minutes for Nurses is here to 
help! We understand that being a nurse can be 
a challenging and demanding job, which is why 
we’ve designed a practical step-by-step guide that 
takes you through 7 one-minute tools specifically 
tailored to help nurses work through stress and find 
more peace and balance in their lives. Each tool is 

backed by science and designed to help you reduce stress levels, improve your 
work-life balance, and boost your mental health and wellbeing. These tools can 
be used anytime, anywhere - whether you’re at work or at home, and when 
you see the improvement, you will be motivated to use them every day. 

With just 7 minutes a day, you can make a real difference in your stress levels 
and overall wellbeing. So why not join the Stress to Calm revolution and start 
living your best, stress-free life today.

Janey Lee Grace author, speaker, and former co-presenter 
on BBC Radio 2’s Steve Wright in the Afternoon for 24 years. 
Janey has written five books on Holistic living including the 
number One Amazon best seller Imperfectly Natural Woman 
and her latest book is Happy Healthy Sober Janey offers 
coaching and Sober Coach training and is trained in EFT, 
Matrix Re-imprinting and NLP.

Beverley Densham author of a number of books to include I 
Talk to Angels is an inspirational speaker, Mindfulness Pilates 
teacher and runs workshops and classes with her company 
Mindfulness Pilates. Beverley works as a coach for the health 
and well-being of employees. She regularly contributes 
articles to holistic and lifestyle magazines. She has a degree 
in Sports Science from the University of Brighton.

NEW
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  Print PB 9780857162441                 Ebook 9780857162458                             £18.99                
Pub 21 September 2023         250 pages            230 x152mm          Rights World

LITTLE RICHARD
Send Me Some Lovin’

Spencer Leigh

Little Richard
Send Me Some Lovin’

Spencer Leigh
 
Born Richard Wayne Penniman, Little 
Richard said he invented rock ’n’ roll. 
He didn’t, but the world would have 
been very different without ‘Tutti Frutti’, 
two minutes of wild exhibitionism, 
recorded in 1955. It transformed 
American music and world culture. 

There still would have been the Beatles, 
Jimi Hendrix, David Bowie and Prince 
without Little Richard but their careers 
would have been different. On page 
after page, you will be exclaiming 
‘Ooh! My Soul’. Come and meet 
Lucille, Long Tall Sally, Jenny Jenny, Miss 
Ann and Good Golly Miss Molly. Come 
and enjoy the company!

Little Richard: Send Me Some Lovin’ is a fun-packed biography about an influential 
and charismatic man who lived his life as though he were continually on stage. 

The journalist, acclaimed author and former BBC broadcaster 
Spencer Leigh, is an acknowledged authority on popular 
music.

He is a world expert on the Beatles and has written a series of 
music-based biographies on a wide range of artists.
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Simon & Garfunkel
Together Alone

With remarkable stories of the duo on every page, 
this is a definitive account of Paul Simon and Art 
Garfunkel’s career together. Spencer Leigh not 
only looks at the years leading up to and during 
their fame, he analyses the personalities of the two 
men and the ups and downs of their often fraught 
relationship.

Print PB  9780857161505    Ebook  9780857161512
230 x 152mm                                          256 pages
£15.00                                                   Rights World

Buddy Holly
Learning the Game
3 February 1959, 62 years ago Buddy Holly died. He 
was only 22 years old! Don McLean called that fatal 
day ‘The Day the Music Died’. But Holly’s music 
didn’t die – he left us with a wonderful legacy. It is 
inevitable that we remember the giants: Elvis, the 
Beatles, Freddie Mercury, David Bowie, but Buddy

Print PB  9780857161888     Ebook  9780857161895
230 x 152mm                                            272 pages
£15.00                                                     Rights World
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FRANK SINATRA
An Extraordinary Life

Spencer Leigh
Foreword by Sir Tim Rice

‘A mammoth and wonderful tome on Frank Sinatra.’ 
Sir Tim Rice Frank Sinatra

An Extraordinary Life
Spencer Leigh
FThis fast-paced comprehensive chronicle details 
the superstar’s music, films, romances, personality 
traits and questionable exploits! This book will be a 
wonderful addition to the library of any Frank Sinatra 
fan, or in fact, any fan of the big band era or of 
popular music in general.

Print PB 9780857162366      Ebook 97808577160881

230 x 152mm                                             424 pages
£18.99                                                     Rights World
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This is one of the most detailed accounts of Elvis 
Presley and his career. With unique material and 
exclusive interviews with fellow musicians, promoters 
and friends, Spencer Leigh has written a compelling 
biography. This not only charts Presley’s rise to 
success and the years of his fame, but also looks at 
his legacy today.

Elvis Presley
Caught in a Trap

‘I feel privileged to be a part of Elvis Presley: Caught in a Trap, 
Spencer writes with honesty and integrity and a genuine love 

for his subjects’ Russell Watson

Print PB  9780857161659    Ebook   9780857161666
221 x 152mm                                            384 pages
£15.00                                                     Rights World

Bob Dylan
Outlaw Blues
Spencer Leigh
 
Bob Dylan by Spencer Leigh is a fresh take on this 
famous yet elusive personality, a one-man hall 
of mirrors who continues to intrigue his followers 
worldwide. An in-depth account with new 
information and fascinating opinions, both from 
the author and his interviewees. ‘Journalists are 
very fond of saying Bob Dylan is an enigma’ says 
Leigh, ‘but that word if flawed. It’s as good as 
saying you don’t know…I have not called Dylan 
an enigma at any point in this book as I have tried 
to find the answers.’  Spencer Leigh has spoken to 
over 300 musicians, friends and acquaintances of 
Bob Dylan in his research for this book.

Print PB 9780857162052         Ebook 9780857162069
£21.99                                                    221 x 152mm
544 pages                                              Rights World
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This is the story of the Cavern Club from its days as a 
jazz club to becoming the most famous club in the 
world, seeing the birth of the Beatles and Merseybeat 
and more. With a Foreword by Sir Paul McCartney.

This intriguing story examines one of the greatest 
Beatles mystery which has caused endless speculation 
over the years – why was Pete Best sacked just as 
the Beatles stood on the threshold of stardom? This 
provides the answers to why he was sacked, which 
members of the brand wanted him out and Ringo in, 
and what part Brian Epstein played in this decision.

Spencer Leigh draws upon his many interviews with 
musicians, roadies and fellow broadcasters over his 
30 year career to take you on an enjoyable musical 
journey through the life and music of the Beatles. Each 
chapter is prefaced by the cultural or historic events 
of the times to put the Beatles’ music into context.

Love Me Do to Love Me Don’t
The Beatles on Record

Best of the Beatles 
The Sacking of Pete Best

The Cavern Club 
The Rise of the Beatles and Merseybeat

Print PB  9780857160973           Ebook  9780857160980
221 x 152mm                                                  260 pages
£14.00                                                          Rights World 
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Happy Go Lucky Me 
A Lifetime of Music 

Paul Evans

Paul Evans, a New Yorker has had a long and 
varied musical career. Although he has written 
many song lyrics this is his first book, a book that 
describes his journey from getting his start in the 
music business, becoming part of the Brill’s song-
writing community and the sixty-three music-filled 
years that followed. He was one of the first young 
writers to show up and work in the Brill Building on 
Tin Pan Alley and where he did his first demos. This 
is also where he was encouraged to change his 
name from Paul Lyle Rapport to Paul Evans.

  Print PB 9780857162182              Ebook 9780857162199                                 £12.99
  Pub 29 July 2021                220 pages                198 x129mm            Rights World

Bowie, Cambo & All The Hype 

John ‘Cambo’ Cambridge 
Foreword by Kevin Cann

John ‘Cambo’ Cambridge lived with Bowie at 
Haddon Hall when he had his first hit record ‘Space 
Oddity’ and toured with him in Junior’s Eyes. He 
was there when Bowie lost his father, passed his 
driving test and played his first Glam Rock gig 
with Hype, even acting as best man when Bowie 
married Angela Barnett in 1970. And if John had not 
persuaded his former Rats colleague Mick Ronson 
to join Bowie in February 1970, there might never 
have been a Ziggy Stardust or the stellar career 
which followed 
In Bowie, Cambo & All the Hype we get a 
backstage pass to meet the key people and 

witness the events of those crucial times in a funny, moving, story of a unique 
friendship that survived the Hype.

Print PB 9780857162168              Ebook 9780857162175                                 £12.99
Pub 23 September 2021          260 pages             198 x129mm          Rights World
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Comprehensively researched and highly illustrated this 
is an entertaining guide to Franz Ferdinand, one of the 
most successful pop groups, formed in Glasgow, Scotland. 
Known for their guitar driven, disco influenced pop 
melodies and intelligent lyrics, they have sold over 6 million 
albums Worldwide and received numerous awards.

Franz Ferdinand
Helen Chase

Print PB   9780857164226            
250 x 250mm                                                         182 pages
£15.95                                                                 Rights World

Magazine
Helen Chase
With unique access to the band and interviews with 
iconic musicians of the 1980’s, Helen Chase presents a 
riveting insight into the world of punk. Placing the band in 
context of the Manchester music scene she explains why 
the band is still highly regarded today.

Print PB   9781904794363           
240 x 160mm                                                        224 pages
£14.99                                                              Rights World

Top of the Pops 
Patrick Humphries and Steve Blacknell
This incredible story of British popular music and the TV 
programme that turned into a global phenomenon. At its’ 
peak , a quarter of the UK’s population tuned in to hear – 
‘It’s No. 1 – it’s Top of the Pops.

Print HB  9780857160522                Ebook   9780857160638
246 x 189mm                                                        208 pages
£24.99                                                                Rights World

British Rock Guitar
Mo Foster
Drawing on his own recollections and others who played 
rock guitar, from Hank Martin to Eric Clapton and Brian 
May, musician and renowned bass player, Mo Foster has 
written the definitive history of the importance of the guitar 
in the development of British music over the last 50 years.

Print PB 9780857162311                  Ebook 9780857162281
250 x 200mm                                                      320 pages
£26.99                                                               Rights World
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Laura Knight 
A Life 

Dr Barbara C. Morden

This revised and updated illustrated biography of 
the painter Dame Laura Knight (1877–1970)   one of 
the leading British painters of the twentieth century 
– explores her relationships, professional challenges 
and achievements, and reflects on the radical 
social and cultural shifts that took place during her 
lifetime.

  Print PB 9780857160508              Ebook 9780857160669                                 £14.99
  Pub 26 April 2021         220 pages                     198 x129mm              Rights World

The Life of Mark Akenside 
The Breakthrough to Modernity 

Dr Barbara C. Morden

Born the son of a butcher in Newcastle Upon 
Tyne in 1721 Mark Akenside was awarded a 
degree in medicine from Edinburgh and Leyden 
Universities. He settled in London in 1743 where he 
was successful both as a doctor and in medical 
research. Above all, he was the author of The 
Pleasures of Imagination 1744, an epic length poem 
in blank verse which broke many conventions of the 
time, exploring ideas about human perception and 
the natural world. 
Akenside had a European reputation and became 
a national celebrity. He was a major influence 

on first- and second-generation Romantic poets such as Wordsworth, Keats, 
Coleridge, etc.

  Print PB 9780857162373                 Ebook 9780857162250                             £14.99                           
  Pub 8 September 2022         152 pages            198 x129mm          Rights World
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20,000 Miles
The Cambridge 1960 Indo-African 
Expedition
Christopher Fenwick 

In 1960, three young Cambridge graduates 
bought themselves an Austin A40 and set off on a 
marathon trip from England via Colombo to attend 
a friend’s wedding in Cape Town. They set off across 
continents on the motoring adventure of their lives 
through Europe, the Middle East, Asia and Africa. 

They met friends along the way and even had 
tea with Mr Nehru, the Indian Prime Minister. Their 
loyal car suffered the ravages of pothole roads but 
friendly mechanics always came to their rescue.

Print PB  9780857161796               Ebook  9780857161802                           £8.95

198 x 129mm                                        168 pages                             Rights World

The Story of Fenwick and its Family
Christopher Fenwick

This is the story of a family department store 
business that has delighted the shoppers of 
Newcastle and Bond Street, London alike since 
their foundation.

The Fenwick family firm was founded by John 
James Fenwick, known as Mr J.J. Fenwick, in 
Newcastle upon Tyne in 1882 and, in less than 
ten years, he had also opened in London’s 
Mayfair on the corner of New Bond Street and 
Brook Street.

This is the story of how he climbed his profession 
from apprentice to a first-class master tailor on 

Teeside to the buying manager of the finest draper in Newcastle. With this basis, 
he formed his own business which became the famous Fenwick store we know 
today.

Print HB  9780857161932                                                                                £40.00 

277 x 208mm                                        224 pages                               Rights World
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William Armstrong
Henrietta Heald

William Armstrong is the first full-scale 
biography of the extraordinary man, William 
George Armstrong. He was a visionary 
inventor, engineer and businessman who 
bestrode the 19th-century world like a 
colossus, bringing global renown to his great 
Elswick works on the Tyne, while adding 
lustre to Britain’s imperial might. He created 
Cragside in Northumberland, the first house 
in the world to be lit by hydroelectricity and 
planted in its grounds seven million trees. This 
book is much more that just the life of one 
man. It is the story of Britain at the height 
of the empire, its industrial success and 
scientific and technological achievements. 

Henrietta Heald has edited books on British history and travel, 
interior design and architecture. She has contributed to many 
publications, including the Spectator and The Times.

Shortlisted for the Portico Prize  
and the H.W. Fisher Best First Biography prize.

Print PB  9780857160423              Ebook  9780857160355                           £14.00

198 x 129mm                                       384 pages                               Rights World  

‘…for anyone interested in the power and greatness of 
Victorian England. Thoroughly researched and finely written.’ 

Len Deighton

‘…very detailed and very readable – fascinating about the 
development of modern warfare, and even more so about a 

complex individual.’ Sharon Griffiths
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The Tin Ring
Zdenka Fantlová (1922 – 2022)

Zdenka Fantlova’s peaceful life was changed 
forever when she was sent to Terezin 
concentration camp. Here she was given a 
humble engraved tin ring by her first love Arno 
to keep her safe. ‘If we are still alive when this 
ends I will find you’ he promised. Arno was sent 
East on a penal transport. Zdenka survived six 
concentration camps including Auschwitz, 
Gross Rosen, Mauthausen and Belsen. This is her 
unique story, an incredible story of love, human 
endurance and will power.

In March 2022 Zdenka Fantlová celebrated her 100th birthday. 
At this time she was one of the few living eye-witnesses to the 
horror of the Holocaust, in which she lost her entire family.  
The Tin Ring is her unique story of how, as a seventeen-year-
old girl, she found love and inspiration which helped her to 
survive the horrors of Nazi concentration camps, including 
Auschwitz and Bergen-Belsen. Zdenka spent the rest of her life 
determined to share her story to ensure that this dark period 
in history was never forgotten. She died peacefully in London 
with her family in November 2022.

‘Zdenka’s story made a lasting impression. She endured horrors the like of 
which most of us cannot begin to comprehend, yet never lost the will to live 
or her optimism for a better future. During her time in the camps she kept a 
little tin ring, made for her by her boyfriend. She risked her life to keep this 

humble object that meant so much to her.’ 

Fiona Bruce, BBC presenter and news journalist.

Print PB 9780857162298       Ebook & Audiobook Available                £12.99

 198 x 129mm                                      272 pages                                 Rights World
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Byker Revisited
Sirkka-Liisa Konttinen

Sirkka-Liisa Konttinen moved to the Byker 
area of Newcastle in 1970 and shortly after 
her arrival began to capture the spirit of 
the community in evocative photographs 
that formed the basis of a book and film. 
Byker Revisited is a visual art and verbal 
documentary, a portrait of a contemporary 
community that it is flux – a community of the 
poor, the disadvantaged and the refugees 
who demonstrate a life-affirming humanity 
which is captured in their words and Sirkka’s 
stunning photographs.

Print HB  9781904794424                                                                                   £30.00  

247 x 247mm                                    192 pages                                   Rights World  
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John Martin Apocalypse Now!
Babara C Morden

John Martin’s many influential works 
brought him huge popularity in his 
lifetime and his paintings have inspired 
film-makers, designers and artists in 
Europe and America.

This beautifully illustrated book 
establishes John Martin as an important 
figure in cultural history, sharing the 
way we view and respond to our 
modern world and makes an important 

contribution to the revival of interest in his work. Establishing the context of 
Martin’s youth in rural Northumberland, his career in London and subsequent 
national and international fame, Morden captures the apocalyptic mood in 
England from the 1790s to the1840s and examines Martin’s central position as a 
painter of the “sublime”. The distinctive character of his work is explored through 
key paintings in terms of his techniques, devices, and subject matter and their 
relationship to the culture and of popular entertainment of the time.
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Precious Statements
John Donald &  
Russell Cassleton Elliott 
 
This unique book tells the story 
of John Donald, British jeweller, 
designer and goldsmith, from 
his early days at art college to 
establishing a successful business 
in London and Geneva and an 
international reputation. 

In over 50 years he has been 
recognised as a pioneering and 
radical designer and craftsman 
with his work capturing the 
late twentieth century ideals of 
glamour and modernity. He is 

respected by art critics and his work attracted the patronage of the HRH The Late 
Princess Margaret, Countess of Snowdon and Her Late Majesty Queen Elizabeth the 
Queen Mother.

Lavishly illustrated, the book includes a series of stunning colour images showcasing 
jeweller Donald’s most stylish pieces of jewellery. This book will be particularly sought 
after by students, designers, jewellers, auction houses and buyers of iconic jewellery.

John Donald is an internationally renowned British jeweller, 
designer, and goldsmith, who is regarded as one of the most 
innovative designers of the twentieth century. His work is seen 
in the collections of the V&A Museum, the Schmuckmuseum 
in Pforzheim, The Royal Museum in Edinburgh and The 
Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths. His pieces are owned by 
various Royal Families as well as heads of industry and those 
fascinated by design. 

ART AND PHOTOGRAPHY
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Print HB 9780857160324                                                                                  £24.99
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Returning to the North East in 2001 to document 
the Durham Coalfield, at one time the heartland of 
the British coal industry, Chris Steele-Perkins found 
himself in an ex-urban culture. This world of lamping 
(for rabbits) grouse shooting, pigeon fancying and 
the rearing of birds of prey. He has memorably 
recorded this with visual wit, and a constant eye for 
the extraordinary.

Northern Exposures
Chris Steele-Perkins

   Print PB 9781904794202                                                                                  £15.00 

   254 x 254mm                                        Pages 128                               Rights World

Fading Light
Portraits of Centenarians
Chris Steele-Perkins It as the amazing statistic 
which got Chris Steele-Perkins attention. There are 
10,000 people aged over 100 in the UK and that 
number is growing rapidly. The office of National 
Statistics predicts that 5% of the people alive today 
in the UK will live to be over 100. That is 3 million 
people. However, this book is not about statistics 
and the implications, it is about the people.

Who are the English? Ask Chris Steele-Perkins, an 
internationally acclaimed and award-winning 
Magnum photographer of over 50 years, and he’ll 
have a multitude of answers all captured through his 
lens.

England My England
A Magnum Photographer’s Portrait 

  Print PB 9780857162410                            £30.00

  Pub 27th April 2023           198 x129mm               232 pages            Rights World
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Burmese Shadows
Thierry Falise
 
Covering 25 years, this is an unprecedented 
body of work which highlights, with stunning 
photographs, the reality of living and fighting for 
survival for ordinary people in Burma. Includes 
photographs of Aung Sang Su Kyi, the ethnic 
armies and tribal warlords, interviews with the 
legendary opium baron Khun Sa and access to 
the Free Burma Rangers, a force of humanitarian 
commandos living in the Black Zones. The author 

Thierry Falise has spent time with the Rangers every year since 1999 and no 
other journalist has had such access. He has reported on a range of Southeast 
Asian issues with AP, Time, Newsweek, New York Times and The Sunday Times.

  Print HB 9780857160416                                                                                   £30.00  

  247 x 247mm                               Pages 184                                          Rights World  
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RAILWAY JOURNEYS IN ART

The 9th and latest volume in the series 
takes a journey around the USA from 
the east to the west coast. The result 
is a stunning artistic guide to North 
American destinations and railway 
postage heritage. Fully illustrated with 
beautiful and memorable posters, it 
is a stunning book that will appeal to 
anyone that likes to travel and likes art, 
as well as railway enthusiasts. Nicholas 
Lowry, of Swann Galleries NYC provided 
the Foreword.

The Poster to Poster series is a nine-volume collection of British railway posters 
which showcases many of the railway posters from the National Railway 
Museum at York and other museums and galleries. Each volume is a mixture 
of travel documentary, geographical and historical study, graphic artists’ 
reference and poster database – all interlinked using the central theme of 
railway posters.

Railway Journeys in Art
Poster to Poster Series
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Rights World
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Happy Healthy Sober
Ditch the booze and take control of your life

Janey Lee Grace
Foreword by Denise Welch 

This book will resonate with people who aren’t at 
rock bottom but want to be as healthy and happy as 
possible, they just don’t realise they were ‘grey area 
drinkers’ and that life is so much better without the 
booze!  

It starts with a 30 day ‘challenge’ to support the 
reader through the initial phase of sobriety and then 
gives extensive tips, with contributions from leading 
experts, on all aspects of holistic wellbeing including 

nutrition, fitness, mindset, spirituality and self-care. 

Print PB 9780857162120              Ebook & Audiobook Available                   £12.99 
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The NLP Professional 
Your Future in NLP 

Karen Falconer

Karen Falconer brings her vast experience of running 
successful companies, working with SME businesses 
as a Management Accountant and her skills as a 
certified NLP Trainer together to create this book.  It 
gives easy-to-follow, practical advice on how to 
start, run and grow an efficient, professional NLP-led 
business. 

Karen first coined the phrase “NLP Professional” in 
2010 and it has since become widely used, inside 
and outside of the NLP community, to describe those 
in the NLP field who deliver their services according to 

the ANLP code of ethics that she wrote and the presuppositions of NLP. 

HEALTH AND WELLBEING
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I Talk to Angels
Beverley Densham 

I Talk to Angels is a step-by-step guide taking 
you on a beautiful journey to discover, connect 
and create a deeper relationship with your 
guardian angel. It will help you recognise your 
angel’s messages and show you how you can 
harness their guidance in your personal, family 
and business life. Full of exercises, illustrations and 
places to keep notes, this is a beautiful book that 
can be personalised as a journal for the reader.

‘… a wonderful collection of ideas that will help 
you to find and connect with your angels. This is 
a book of inspiration, love and guidance’. Dame 

Kelly Holmes
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The DNA Diet
Kate Llewellyn-Waters

We are all totally unique and individual and, 
genetically, there is no one like you, so why eat or 
exercise like someone else?
Nutrigenomics provides us with the information 
and knowledge we need to personalise our diet, 
fitness and take charge of our health. The DNA 
Diet book will revolutionise your thoughts and 
habits about the way you choose to manage 
your diet and exercise. Low Carb, Low Fat or 
Mediterranean Diet – which one is genetically 
appropriate for you?

Channel 5’s YOU ARE WHAT YOU EAT Nutritionist

HEALTH AND WELLBEING
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In this authoritative book, Mathew Manning covers 
all aspects of hunting with air rifles, from gun shop 
to kitchen, with an emphasis on safe, responsible 
shooting. Starting with the basics of choosing the 
right gun and accessories for the job, shooting 
technique as well as more advanced tactics 
including stalking, decoying, lamping and hide 
building. He provides valuable information for 
newcomers and experienced shooters alike.

Mathew Manning lives in Somerset and has been a keen air 
rifle shooter for many years. As a leading writer on the subject, 
he contributes regular features to shooting magazines.

This guide to air rifle hunting skills and techniques 
is for anyone who wants to get the most from their 
airgun shooting. It covers a vast array of hunting 
techniques, covering skills of fieldcraft, decoying 
crows and magpies, hide shooting for pigeons, long 
range rabbiting, woodland squirrel control and 
more. There are helpful notes on game preparation 
and even a selection of recipes including Pigeon 
Pasties. Whether controlling pests on the farm or 
hunting meat for the pot, this book is a must-have.

‘Mathew has three decades of shooting experience under 
his belt, and is recognised as one of the world’s leading 

authorities on air rifle hunting.’ Steven Moore, Head of 
Publications, British Association for Shooting Conservation (BASC)

  Print PB 9780857161642                Ebook 9780857160720                               £20.00  
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Air Rifle Hunting Through the Seasons
Mathew Manning

Hunting with Air Rifles
Mathew Manning

  Print HB 9780857160331             Ebook 97808571607751                             £19.95 
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Tony Iley, shepherd, has lived and worked in 
Northumberland for many years. He has been competing 
at trials for over 30 years and has judged trials in England, 
Scotland and USA.

Sheepdogs at Work
One man and his dog
Tony Iley

Shepherd Tony Iley believes it is one of the 
wonders of the world to see a good Border 
Collie working in harmony with his master.  
In this book, illustrated with many photos, 
he covers the history of the working dog, 
training from the puppy stage onwards, trials, 
breeding, and the experience of handlers 
both past and present. He tells his captivating 
story of the relationship between one man 
and his dog.  This is a delight, not just to those 
who are interested in working with dogs, but 
anyone who wants a better insight into the 
wonderful relationship between a dog and 
his owner.

Print PB 9780857160201               Ebook 9780857161703                              £8.99  
    198 x 129mm                                         Pages136                               Rights World  
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The Father
Tom O. Keenan
The Father, the first in the Sean Rooney crime thriller series 
introduces the troubled retired profiler Sean Rooney. DCI 
Jacqueline Kaminski faced with multiple murders has 
needs psychosleuth Rooney back on the case.

The Family
Tom O. Keenan
The Family is the second in this series.  In Glasgow, the 
Family, a collective of crime families, has formed to fight 
migrant gangs. With the arrival of ISIS, however, can the 
Family do the City a favour and ‘set about’ them?

The Son
Tom O. Keenan
The Son, the third in this series sees Sean Rooney and his 
wife move the highlands of Scotland to escape the past, 
but has the past caught up with them, when their your 
son, Calum is tragically murdered.

CRIME FICTION
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The Castle
Tom O. Keenan
The Castle doesn’t give up its secrets easily whether they 
be historical, criminal, or supernatural. It takes a group of 
likeminded patients to discover what is really going on. 
This is the prequel to the Sean Rooney crime thriller series.
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Tony Black is an acclaimed Scottish writer best known for his work 
in the tartan noir crime genre.

The Inglorious Dead
Tony Black
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Last Orders
Tony Black
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The Storm Without
Tony Black
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198 x 129mm                                                           186 pages  
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The Lock-In
Tony Black
This thrilling anthology by the eight-times CWA Dagger 
nominated author of the Gus Dury series includes previously 
unpublished work and the original novella The Ringer, which 
was performed on stage by Outlander star, Brian Larkin. 

Also included is The Holy Father, a hilarious retelling of the 
nativity, set on a Scottish housing scheme, and Stone Ginger, 
a fast-paced London noir heist.

Tony’s novel The Last Tiger was runner-up in The Guardian’s 
Not The Booker Prize
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CRIME FICTION

The Scandinavian-based best-selling Malmö 
Mysteries series by Torquil MacLeod features 
Inspector Anita Sundström, who is independent 
minded and tenacious to the point of being 
obsessive, and is prepared to push boundaries 
beyond their limits if she feels it will help the case. 
What makes Anita Sundström different from many 
of her angst-ridden fictional counterparts is that 
in an increasingly difficult world and working 
environment, she is just an ordinary person who the 
reader can relate to. There are now nine books in 
this series that follows the life, loves and criminal 
times of Malmö police detective, Anita Sundström. 
There is a novella as well. Over 550,000 copies in 
this series have been sold.

Torquil MacLeod was an advertising copywriter for 36 years. 
Born in Edinburgh, he now lives in Cumbria, with his wife, 
Susan. He came up with the idea for his Malmö detective, 
Inspector Anita Sundström, after the elder of his two sons 
moved to southern Sweden.

The Malmö Mysteries Series
Torquil MacLeod
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DISTRIBUTION, SALES AND CONTACTS

General Enquiries and Rights 

caroline@mcnidderandgrace.co.uk

Tel +44 (0) 7833 461824

www.mcnidderandgrace.com

Book Submissions

andy@mcnidderandgrace.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0) 7788 219370

TRADE SALES UK

McNidder & Grace Sales

caroline@mcnidderandgrace.co.uk

Tel +44 (0) 7833461824

Trade Distribution

NBNi/IPS UK

ipsuk.orders@ingramcontent.com

Tel: +44 (0)1752 202301
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USA and Canada Representation

Casemate IPM

casemate@casematepublishers.com 

Tel: +1 610 853 9131

 

Australia Representation

Peribo Pty Limited

info@peribo.com.au

Tel +61 (0) 2 9457 0011

 

Austria, Belgium, France, Germany,  
Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands and 

Switzerland Representation

Kemper Conseil Publishing

info@kemperconseil.nl

ebooks Distributed by

Faber Factory 

factory@faber.co.uk
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